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Planning and transformation: learning from the post-apartheid experience Phillip Harrison eBook 2008

This title is a key contribution to the international debate in planning theory, exploring the experience of planning in South Africa during the ten years from 1994.

Seeking spatial justice E. Socio 2010

Recommended Readings Core eJournals for Town+Regional Planning
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European Planning Studies
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Search Everything
Type Keywords in Search Blocks

TIP
Beginning the search
Use broad keywords – Refine later

What are broad keywords
Search Strategy
[Why do I need a search strategy?]
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Broad Keywords

Limit your years

Change Title to Keyword
Policy, planning, and people: promoting justice in urban development

by Naomi Carmon, Susan S Fainstein

The contributors of Policy, Planning, and People argue for the promotion of social equity and quality of life by designing and evaluating urban policies and plans. Edited by Naomi Carmon and Susan S. Fainstein, the volume features original essays by leading authorities in the field of urban planning and policy, mainly from the United States, but also from Canada, Hungary, Italy, and Israel. The contributors discuss goal setting and ethics in planning, illuminate paradigm shifts, make policy recommendations, and arrive at best practices for future planning. Policy, Planning, and People includes theoretical as well as practice-based essays on a wide range of planning issues: housing and neighborhood, transportation, surveillance and safety, the network society, regional development and community development. Several essays are devoted to disadvantaged and excluded groups such as senior citizens, the poor, and migrant workers. The unifying themes of this volume are the values of equity, diversity, and democratic participation. The contributors discuss and draw conclusions related to the planning process and its outcomes. They demonstrate the need to look beyond efficiency to determine who benefits from urban policies and plans. Read Less

Held by University of Pretoria Libraries

✔ Available    Merensky Library Open Collection Level 1    307.760973 POLICY
This book looks at history PLUS future of Urban Planning

View Description to get summary of book
Another relevant book

Urban reflections Narratives of place, planning and change
Create a list of relevant books
Use Save option – list appears in My Items

14. *Policy, planning, and people: promoting justice in urban development*
   by Naomi Carmon, Susan S Fainstein
   Print Book ©2013 | Explore all editions & formats
   The contributors of Policy, Planning, and People argue for the promotion of social equity and quality of life by designing and evaluating urban policies and plans. Edited by Naomi Carmon and... Read More
   Held by University of Pretoria Libraries
   Available Merensky Library Open Collection Level 1 307.760973 POLICY

15. *Urban reflections: narratives of place, planning and change*
   by Mark Tewdwr-Jones
   Print Book 2011 | Explore all editions & formats
   Urban Reflections looks at how places change, the role of planners in bringing about urban change, and the public's attitudes to that change. Drawing on geographical, cinematic and photo... Read More
   Held by University of Pretoria Libraries
   Available Merensky Library Open Collection Level 1 307.12160941 TEWDWR-JONES
This book is also worth a read

Planners and the contemporary city
City Logistics mapping the future
eBook format

Open eBook here
Using an eBook
Look at table of contents

City Logistics: Mapping The Future
Eichi Taniguchi and Russell G. Thompson

Availability
Your institution has access to 3 copies of this eBook.

- Online Reading
- Full Download
- PDF Chapter Downloads

Description
City Logistics: Mapping The Future examines the key concepts of city logistics along with the associated implementation issues, methodologies, and policy measures. Chronicling the growth of city logistics as a discipline and how planning and policy have improved practice over the last ten years, it details the technologies, policies, and actions that can reduce traffic congestion, environmental impact, and the cost of transport.

Table of Contents
Front Cover
Contents

Download PDF Read Online
Find relevant chapter

Open Link
You can download a chapter
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Urban Planning with City Logistics

Kazuya Kawamura
What to do if a book is out?
Place Hold

Place HOLD if book is checked out
Place Hold

Supply your Portal Password
Citations made easy

1. Sustainable urbanism and beyond: rethinking cities for the future
   by Tigran Haas
   - Print book 2012 | View all editions & formats
   - A comprehensive examination of sustainable urbanism principles and practices and speculates about its future.
   - Held by: University of Pretoria Libraries
   - Checked Out, Due 30/03/18

2. The city reader
   by Richard T. LeGates, Frederic Stout
   - Print book 2003 | View all editions & formats
   - Held by: University of Pretoria Libraries
   - Available

Copy and paste or export citation for Sustainable urbanism and beyond: rethinking cities for the future
Here is your citation
Harvard style selected

Referencing made easy
From books to.....

Articles

Why articles??
What is in articles?
Where are the articles?
Refine here to find them

Select Articles
This is a relevant article

Go to View Full Text

4. Evidence-Based Policy Development in South Africa: the Case of Provincial Growth and Development Strategies
by Lochner Marius, Zaphius Mafetase

- Article 2013
- Peer-reviewed
- No other editions or formats

The concept of evidence-based policy making has risen to prominence internationally. This paper briefly traces the history and ideological paradigms associated with evidence-based policy making... Read More

Held by: University of Pretoria Libraries

View full text

5. Seeing from the South: Refocusing Urban Planning on the Globe’s Central Urban Issues
by Vanessa Watson

- Article 2009
- Peer-reviewed
- View all editions & formats

Urban planning in many parts of the world reflects an increasing gap between current approaches and growing problems of poverty, inequality, informality, rapid urbanisation and spatial fragm... Read More

Held by: University of Pretoria Libraries

View full text

6. Urban growth and strategic spatial planning in Johannesburg, South Africa

https://univpretoria.on.worldcat.org/detailed-record/441945472?databaseList=283&databaseList=638&scope=sz33860
Find links - open
Here is your PDF
Please unblock all POP UPS if necessary
Transit Spaces: Thinking Urban Change in South Africa

Matthew Barac

Pages 147-176 | Published online: 21 Apr 2015

ABSTRACT

This work looks at aspects of urban development in post-apartheid South Africa...
Cite correctly!!

1. A Critical Reflection on Urban Spatial Planning Practices and Outcomes in Post-Apartheid South Africa
   by D. J. du Plessis
   Article 2014 | Peer-reviewed | No other editions or formats
   The spatial planning and policy framework and associated implementing tools in South Africa have undergone fundamental changes since the onset of the democratic era in 1994. The effects... Read More

2. Transit Spaces: Thinking Urban Change in South Africa
   by Matthew Barac
   Article 2015 | Peer-reviewed | No other editions or formats
   Source: Home Cultures v4 n2 (20150421): 147-176
   Held by: University of Pretoria Libraries

Cite your article in Harvard style:

3. Transit Spaces: Thinking Urban Change in South Africa
   by Matthew Barac
   Article 2015 | Peer-reviewed | No other editions or formats
   Source: Home Cultures v4 n2 (20150421): 147-176
   Held by: University of Pretoria Libraries

4. Local Economic Development: A Review and Assessment of its Current Status in South Africa

https://univopretoria.on.worldcat.org/detailed-record/4646154192?databaseList=2838&databaseList=6388&scope=sz33880
What is your backup when full text does not open?

Google Scholar will do it for you!
Find the Google Scholar Option on Subject Guide
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Search Everything Advanced Search Search for Books, eBooks, Articles, Theses and more
Get Full Text Articles via Google Scholar

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Google Scholar Fine Tune for Full Texts</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Open the Google Scholar link on top</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Then open Menu on the left—find Settings at the bottom</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Open LIBRARY LINKS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Type PRETORIA in the Search Block—Search—Tick all 4 boxes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Save</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Now you are ready
Paste article title in Search Block

Google Scholar

Integrated development planning in South Africa Lessons from the Dwars

Stand on the shoulders of giants
From Search Everything to Databases

What is a Database?

A database is a searchable collection of information. Each database contains thousands of articles, books and other sources which can be searched for simultaneously by using relevant keywords.
Conduct Searches on Core Databases to find research articles

You have a selection of Databases
Look at the descriptions
Using Ebsco Host

Select Academic Search Complete, Africa Wide, E-Journals

Continue
Search Results – too many?
Refine by selecting Scholarly Journals

Boolean/Phrase:
"urban planning" AND future

Limiters
Published Date: 20090101-20191231

Limit To
- Full Text
- References Available
- Scholarly (Peer Reviewed) Journals

Search Results: 1 - 30 of 3,956

1. **Future environmental assessment and urban planning by downscaling simulations.**


Abstract: The outline of a sophisticated downscaling simulation model developed by the author and colleagues and its application for projecting the future urban thermal environment during the prog...

Subjects: GENERAL circulation model, URBAN planning, GLOBAL warming, GREENHOUSE gases, SIMULATION methods & models, Administration of Urban Planning and Community and Rural Development, Land Subdivision

Check Univ of Pretoria catalog... External Link Icon Check for full text via OCLC Full Text Finder

PlumX Metrics
3rd keyword was added: “climate change”

New result list 232 articles

1. Worlding aspirations and resilient futures: Framings of risk and contemporary city-making in Metro Cebu, the Philippines.


In the Philippines, calls for creating ‘global’, ‘sustainable’ and ‘resilient’ cities are placing urban poor communities in increasingly precarious positions. These communities have long been the...
No PDF?
Use other options for Full Text

15. On the green adaptation of urban developments in Egypt; predicting community future energy efficiency using coupled outdoor-indoor simulations.


This research aims to investigate adaptation opportunities of Egyptian urban communities for climate change by the application of green cover and its effect on domestic energy efficiency in present...

Subjects: URBAN planning; ENERGY consumption; HEAT losses; HEAT transfer coefficient; BUILDING envelopes; EGYPT; Administration of Urban Planning and Community and Rural Development; Land Subdivision

Check Univ of Pretoria catalog... External Link icon Check for full text via OCLC Full Text Finder
On the green adaptation of urban developments in Egypt; predicting community future energy efficiency using coupled outdoor-indoor simulations

Mohammad Fahmy a, Hany El-Hady a, Mohamed Mahdy a, Marwa F. Abdelalim b

Show more
Sometimes the library is not subscribed to full text

Solution?

Interlending Services
Interlending Services
@ UP Library Services

Request Books + Articles when not available @ UP Library

Photos available from Google Images
On your Subject Guide
Find manual for Interlending
Follow Instructions

I can request items on your behalf
Supply your student number

Find Interlending instructions on your Subject Guide
Other useful tools

**Endnote**  
**Theses**  
**Harvard Manual**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Reference Manager Endnote</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Endnote Download</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>![Endnote How]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Bibliographic Styles Manual</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Bibliographic style &amp; reference techniques</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>![Referencing in Academic Departments A Manual]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Theses and Dissertations Local and International</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>UP Space Institutional Repository -- Built Environment Theses + Dissertations</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Proquest Dissertations + Theses Global [worldwide]</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>NDLTD: Networked Digital Library of Theses and Dissertations [worldwide]</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>National Research Foundation SA</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Current and Completed Research Projects -- Doctoral + Masters Theses Local Research</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
To conclude

Use the Library Web Page for access to scholarly Sources

Use Town + Regional Planning Subject Home for Subject Specific Sources

Work with Keywords plus **AND** for good search results

Use available tools to create lists, cite correctly and download Full Texts

Continued.....
Use dedicated databases for specialized research articles
Find access to Theses
Get a Harvard Manual
Endnote is available to be used by you

Your Librarian is there to support you